Segmentation and stereo matching are difficult problems in computer vision. One of possible solutions is to solve these problems in an integrated manner as described in this paper. After region-based segmentation, a candidate stereo matching is carried out, which assigns the corresponding regions from one image to anotherimage by shape-based matching. During next segmentation, stereo information is included, that is, in considering the merging of one region with its neighboring regions, the corresponding regions in the candidate matching poois are extracted and a new measurement is calculated, based on intensity and shape information from both images. The global matching finally combines other constraints like uniqueness, ordering and topological relations to get unique matching. The developed algorithm has successfully reconstructed disparity maps on test images. It is concluded that our method is a good one to solve segmentation and stereo matching together.
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Segmentation and stereo matching are difficult problems in computer vision. In the traditional paradigm, segmentation and stereo matching are usually treated separately. The segmentation (we only deal with region-based segmentation here) aims to partition an image into regions which should be uniform and homogeneous with respect to some characteristics such as grey tone or texture. Segmentation techniques are basically ad hoc and differ precisely in the way they emphasize one or more of the desired properties and in the way they balance and compromise one desired property against another. Image regions are not only caused by the geometric property of surfaces of the objects, but also by optical property of surfaces and the direction of the sun, as well as the shadow, etc.. Different considerations of image models and different implementations lead to the variety of segmentation techniques. It is observed by a lot of researchers that no single method can provide a complete segmentation of an image. However, each method may provide a subset of the information necessary to produce a more meaningful interpretation of the scene. It is reasonable to expect that there will be complication in fusing the results from different sources, such as from stereo images as we propose in this paper. Combining results from stereo images need stereo matching, which, on the other hand, requires good segmentation. Imperfect segmentation and occlusion make it difficult to compare regions of two images projected from the same object. In order to get good matching result, it is necessary to re-segment these regions after matching. Based on above observations, we here proposal a new scheme to integrate segmentation and stereo matching. After an initial segmentation, a candidate stereo matching is carried out, which assigns the corresponding regions from one image to another image by shape-based matching. During the next step of riginal image segmented image vector data shape models Figure 1 : multi-level representation for image segmentation segmentation, stereo information is included, that is, in considering the merging of one region with its neighboring region, the corresponding regions in the candidate pools are extracted and the matching is carried out using intensity and shape information from both images. Finally global matching is performed which introduces the other matching constraints such as uniqueness, ordering and topological relations.
The overview of the method is shown in Fig. 6 . In the following sections, each process is explained except filtering and disparity interpolation, which is simple and will be described in the experiment section.
SEGMENTATION
For the purpose of image segmentation, a multiple-level representation scheme is used here as illustrated in Fig. 1 , which consists of original image, segmented image, vector data and shape models. Under this scheme, the final segmentation is the result from operations carried out on the segmented image and interreactions from the original image and vector data constrained by the shape models. Split-and-merge is the main mechanism in the segmentation procedure, which may merge small regions into a more meaningful big region, or split a big region into small regions when required. An initial segmentation is performed to get basic regions from the original image. After each level of split-and-merge, a vectorization procedure transfers each region boundary into a vector description, followed by a curve fitting algorithm which derives compact vector data based on shape models. Based on the result of curve fitting, a measurement is calculated using the Minimal Description language (MDL) principle to describe the uniformity of regions by shape constraints. Such measurement is integrated with the information derived from the original image intensity to improve the split-and-merge decisions. The details of the implementation is described by Zhang.2 We model the interior intensities of an image region by a smooth intensity surface with a Gaussian distribution of deviations from thelurface. The formula for this problem developed by Fua and Hanson' is adopted here as: = n,(log + c) + 8n2 + (, log() + 2 log() + N 
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Where c = 0.5 log 2ire, L1 is the number of bits to describe the intensity information in a region, is the total number of pixels in one region, i is the number of pixels in the Gaussian peak, 2 is the number of outliers, N is the number ofbits to describe the surface model, o is the standard deviation of intensity noise.
The cost required to describe the image region shape is formulated as:
L is the number of bits describing the shape of a region, mo is the total number of points on the boundary, m is thenumber of smooth segments on the boundary, ml is the number of points fulfilling the chord property, m2 is the number of outliers, D, D is the number of pixels along x and y direction of the image.
Finally, the total information required to describe a region considering intensity and shape is the sum of L1 and L5, normalized by rio, namely, L = (Lj + 7LS)1fl0 (3) where y is a balance factor. no (the number of pixels in a region) is used here as a scale factor. After scaling, L is the number of bits per pixel in a region to describe the grey level and shape information.
REGION MATCHING
Region based stereo matching consists of local matching and global matching. This section is devoted to local matching, which compares a region on the left image with regions on right image. Topological information associated with regions are not concerned within this procedure. Attributes related to regions can be classified in two categories: 1), geometric attributes, such as region area, shape of region boundary, etc.; 2), physical and optical attributes, such as color, grey value information. For grey value information, we use simple thresholding to select possible candidate matches, followed by the geometric matching based on region boundaries. This section is focused on the boundary matching. In this paper, we make an assumption that the object surfaces are planar. As illustrated by Fig. 2 , a object plane can be specified by three parameters, i.e., slant , tilt IT, and the distance of the fixation point F to camera center S' (denoted as C). We estimate these parameters individually by histogram. The details of the method is described below.
Coordinate transfor,nation
The first step for region matching is to transfer the coordinates of region boundaries for both images into corresponding ideal stereo images which means that left and right images are on the same plane (see Fig. 2 ). This step ensures that they coordinates of corresponding points on left and right images are same, and the point correspondence problem is therefore simpler. The merit ofthe overall matching between thestereo polygons isjudged by the difference between the two normalized polygons. By normalization, we means that one polygon is transferred before matching. Suppose we transfer the left polygon into right image (only x coordinate needs to be calculated, there should be no difference on y coordinates on correct matched point pair). The final step of the algorithm uses the distance transformation and distance measurement techniques to measure the similarity between two shapes. The distance transformation converts the boundary pixels of a shape into a gray-level image where all pixels have a value corresponding to the distance to the nearest boundary pixel.
Then the distance between left point p' and its corresponding point p" on the right polygon is defined as DI,ll), which is achieved by supervising one shape on the distance map produced by another shape (after normalization). The good matches are detected by thresholding the i.e. if (p', p") is considered as a good point correspondence. Let N be the total number of points on the reference curve, N' be the total number of points having good matching decided by equation (4), the match measure between the stereo curves are expressed by
INTEGRATION OF SEGMENTATION AND MATCHING
After region matching, one region in the left image may have more than one corresponding region in the right image, similarly with the regions in the right image. Before we go to the global matching to resolve the ambiguity, it is necessary to do the re-segment. During there-segmentation, stereo information is included, that is, in considering the merging of one region with its neighboring region, the corresponding regions in the candidate pools are extracted and a unified measurement is calculated which integrate the intensity and shape information from both images. Generally, this procedure is a updating < f (4) N' m=.
(5) Figure 3 : integration of segmentation and matching one (see Fig. 3 ), which means that when merging regions on left image, right image has to be static as a reference image. In the next round, left image will be used as reference image to update th regions on the right image. After both images are updated, the new corner points have to be re-calculated because the some regions are changed. The candidate matching pools is also necessary to be refreshed. This procedure is updated until no more regions be merged. left regions right regions Figure 4 : decision on region merging based on matching
We now describe the integration with reference to Fig. 4 (we assume updating left image, keeping right one static):
1 . Search candidate merging regions For each region I on the left image, the candidate merging region J is selected based on several conditions: 1) I and J are neighboring regions; 2) their grey level difference is within a thresholding value; 3) they have same corresponding right region K; 4) if I and J are merged, the new matching measure is largest among other possibilities.
Mergingregions
For a left region I, J is selected candidate region to be merged, and K is their common corresponding right region. M is another right region which is a candidate match for I, similarly N for J. 
Updatesegmented image, matching pools
Since some regions are changed, labels on the segmented image, thematching pools have to be updated. The matching measures associated with match pools are also necessary to be changed.
GLOBAL MATCHING
The result of local matching is not unique, i.e. one left region can have more than one corresponding region on the right image. The global matching, therefore, is needed to combine several additional constraints like uniqueness, ordering, connectivity, etc. together. In order to treat global matching under the paradigm of relaxation labeling,4 each candidate match from local matching is considered as an object. The labels have only two values "1" and "2", representing good and bad match, respectively. The consistent labeling problem in this case is to assign each candidate match i a label \ which indicates whether it is a good match or not. We denote the probability for a match to be good as p1, and the conditional probability Pu which reflects the support from a good match jto a good match i. WUJEV.
iEV (6)
In the above equations, N is the number of candidate matches, j5 is the initial probability of match i, V is the neighbor set of match i, w1 is the weight between match i and j. p5 is determined by local matching (by equation (5), and PU is related to the topological relations between the matches, which is decided by (referred to The final probabilitiesp1 is calculated by minimizing the objective function.
EXPERIMENT
The algorithm is written in C language, and compiled on SUN SPARC 2 workstation. It has been tested on a number of stereo images to reconstruct 3D buildings. In this paper, we show the result on test image "Pentagon". Because our algorithm is quite complex, we choose one part of the pentagon images for testing, as shown in Fig. 7 
